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Abstract—Application Programming Interface (API) con-
straints on objects are rules that API client code must
follow in order to get expected results from these objects.
Runtime verification, an important approach for detecting
API constraint violations, usually suffers from high runtime
overhead. This paper focuses on temporal API constraints on
multiple interacting objects. Violation detection of such con-
straints is more challenging than violation detection of single-
object constraints, and may induce higher runtime overhead.
To reduce the runtime overhead, without compromising the
effectiveness of verification, we propose a LAzy Verification
Approach (LAVA), which enables verification lazily. Verification
probes in LAVA are loaded automatically during the program
execution as late as possible. And only probes on objects
that have been bound by a binding point (a special method
invocation that binds involved objects together) are enabled.
Based on these optimization strategies, we implemented an
efficient and flexible runtime verification framework. We show
the effectiveness of our approach by applying it to verify five
constraints in the DaCapo [1] benchmark. The empirical results
show that our approach can reduce the number of method
invocation events sent by probes, which is the main cause of
runtime overhead, by 74% to 100% on average, and bring
about an optimization ratio of 44.1% to 89.9% on runtime
overhead.

Keywords-runtime verification; performance optimization
mechanism

I. INTRODUCTION

Application Programming Interface (API) constraints of
libraries are rules that API client code must follow in order
to get expected results from the invoked API modules,
e.g. objects, components, and services. One of the most
important types of API constraint is temporal rules. In
object-oriented programming languages, such API usage
rules are also named object protocols [2], which define legal
method invocation sequences on specific objects. Violations
of API constraints can lead to hard-to-find and non-localized
software errors [3], and therefore many efforts [4]–[8] have
been made to validate API client code against pre-defined
API constraints.

API constraints on objects can be divided into two cate-
gories: constraints on a single object and constraints on mul-
tiple interacting objects (COIOs). For constraints on a single
object, the involved methods all belong to the same object.
For example, one API constraint of the Java standard class li-
brary (JDK) is about objects of java.io.InputStream:

once method close() of one such object is invoked, sub-
sequent invocations of any method on that object will lead
to an error. A well explored approach to detect violations of
this type of constraints is typestate checking [6]–[8].

A COIO involves methods that belong to different objects.
These objects interact in some specific way, e.g., object
a is an input or output parameter of a method invoca-
tion on object b. To illustrate this type of constraints,
java.util.HashMap is taken as an example. HashMap
uses a hash function to map certain keys to associated values.
For a pair of key and value that has been stored in a
HashMap object by the put method, the HashMap object
can seek for the corresponding value according to the key’s
hash code. Any object can be used as a key. However, using
a HashMap object to map some objects needs to satisfy
the following constraint: once an object is used as a key
in a HashMap, its hash code cannot be changed afterwards;
otherwise, the corresponding value will not be found.

Figure 1. Sample client code that violates a constraint on HashMap and
its key

The sample client code in Figure 1 shows a violation
to this constraint. An object u of URL is put in the
HashMap h as a key. However, the method set() called
on u changed its hash code. Thus the subsequent invocation
h.get(u), which attempts to obtain the value mapped to
u, will return null. More COIO examples can be found
in Section 5. Invocations on methods of different objects
should be captured simultaneously to detect violation of
COIOs. Therefore, COIOs are more difficult to express and
verify than constraints on a single object, and have attracted
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interests of various researchers in recent years [3], [9]–[12].
Violation of temporal API constraints can be detected in

two ways, static analysis approaches and dynamic analysis
approaches. Compared with static analysis approaches, dy-
namic analysis approaches such as runtime verification can
get a smaller but more precise analysis result set such as
constraint violations. Dynamic analysis approaches depend
heavily on method invocation information at runtime to
provide enough evidence for validating whether a constraint
is satisfied. To capture this invocation information, some
probes, which are code or bytecode segments instrumented
at appropriate locations, must be deployed in the running
program. A technical challenge is that when the scale of the
program under analysis and the number of constraints grow,
the resulting huge number of probes and method invocation
events being sent bring tremendous, often unacceptable
overhead to the running program [9].

To reduce the overhead of runtime verification for COIOs,
we propose the lazy runtime verification approach (LAVA).
The consumption of computing resources when executing
the probes is the main cause of undesirable performance
penalty in runtime verification. Therefore, it is wise to make
the probes work only when necessary, i.e., the number of
events sent out by probes should be as few as possible. Our
insight is that instead of keeping the probes active, some key
events can be identified to enable and disable these probes
automatically during the execution of a program, without
compromising the effectiveness of verification.

The main two contributions of this paper include:
• A lazy probe loading mechanism, which uses hot-
swap techniques to load instrumented bytecode files
into target program. The action of hot-swap is triggered
automatically when the program is running. Following
this approach, probes can be added or removed easily
without interrupting the normal execution of program
under verifying.

• A lazy probe enabling mechanism, which explores
binding point, a special method invocation that binds
interacting objects. Instead of verifying every instance
of a specific class, only probes on instances involved
in the constraint will be enabled. Meanwhile, instead
of keeping all the probes active throughout the object’s
life cycle, verification probes (ordinary probes that send
method invocation events) are enabled dynamically by
binding probes (probes at the binding point).

The residual part of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the state-based specifications of API
constraints and some underlying concepts in the runtime
verification of interacting objects. Ideas of the lazy verifica-
tion approach are provided in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates
the runtime verification process of our approach in detail.
Then the experiment statistics which shows the efficiency
and feasibility of our approach is shown in Section 5. Our

work is compared with other related works in Section 6, and
at last Section 7 concludes the paper.

II. FOUNDATIONS

In this section, the state-based specifications that describe
COIOs and binding points are presented.

A. State-based Specification of COIOs
COIOs can be expressed formally with finite state au-

tomata. Figure 2 shows the state-based specification of the
HashMap constraint mentioned in Section 1.

0 1 2

3−1

o=new Object()
h=new HashMap()

o.changeHash()

h.put(o,*)

o.changeHash()

h.get(o)

Figure 2. One example of state-based specification for COIO

In our approach, we define COIO as a finite state automa-
ton, which is a tuple {Σ, S, s0, δ, F}. Σ is the symbol al-
phabet that encodes the method invocations in program exe-
cution. In this example, Σ={o=new Object(), h=new
HashMap(), o.changeHash(), h.put(o,*)}. S

is the state set which contains all possible states of involved
objects, and s0 is the initial state, which is state 0 in
this example. δ is the transition function, which determines
which state to go when receiving a method invocation in
Σ. Each symbol in Σ is labeled on corresponding edge to
identify the transition between states. F defines the error
state set. If a running program enters into any state in F ,
an error is detected. In this example, the state labeled −1
represents an error state in F . The FSA in Figure 2 describes
a constraint on the interacting behavior of HashMap and
Object. If o.changeHash() is called after o has been
used as a key in h, then calling of h.get(o) will lead to
an error.

B. Binding Point in COIOs
When expressing a COIO with an FSA, we highlight a

special method invocation event, which is called “binding
point”. It is a key method invocation that binds objects
involved in the same constraint together. In the HashMap
example, the method invocation h.put(o,*) is such a
binding point.

The binding point can be utilized in runtime verification to
reduce runtime overhead. A traditional runtime verification
process is like this: First, every method that should be
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monitored, i.e., every symbol in Σ, is instrumented with
probes that collect method invocation events and neces-
sary runtime information for verification. As the program
executes, these probes encode the method invocations into
corresponding symbols and send them to the automaton,
which is constructed according to the state-based specifica-
tion. By default, these instrumented probes are embedded in
the programs all along and keep sending method invocation
events during the program execution.

However, method invocation events before the binding
point in a COIO is unnecessary. Therefore in our approach,
binding point is used to trigger verification probes during
runtime verification. Method invocation events on objects
concerned in the automaton are not captured until the
binding point is executed. Before the binding point, all
objects are free objects. If they will not participate in any
interaction with other objects involved in the specification
in the future, verification probes on these objects need not
to be enabled.

III. OVERVIEW OF LAZY VERIFICATION APPROACH

In this section, we explain the key ideas lying in our
lazy verification approach, which will reduce the overhead
effectively. In order to capture method invocation events in a
running program, probes must be instrumented in the target
program before runtime verification starts. In LAVA, these
probes are divided into two categories: binding point probes
and verification probes. Binding point probes are probes
instrumented at binding points. And all other probes are
verification probes. Some optimization actions are performed
during the runtime verification.

First, verification probes in LAVA are loaded automati-
cally during the program execution as late as possible. In
traditional approaches, all probes are instrumented statically
before the program execution. Such a static instrumentation
style leads that all the probes will be activated as soon as the
program starts, which brings high overhead. In LAVA, while
binding point probes are instrumented statically, the instru-
mentation of verification probes is triggered dynamically
during the program execution. When the program reaches
the first binding point, a hot-swap action is triggered to
automatically load a full-instrumented version of bytecode
file, which will add verification probes to the original
program to collect method invocation events.

Second, only probes on instances that have been bound
by binding point are enabled. By default, if the methods
in callee classes are instrumented, each of its instances
will be constructed along with these probes. However, only
instances that have been involved in the verification problem
needs to be instrumented, i.e., only method invocations on
objects that have been bound by binding point need to be
monitored. This idea is illustrated in Figure 3.

Instance 396 represents one instance of class Object
that has been bound with a HashMap instance to serve as
a key. At the binding point, Instance 396 will register itself
in the Registry of verification center (a simplified structure
of Registry is shown in Figure 3), which records all the
instances that should be instrumented at this moment. Only
instrumentation on instances with the ObjectID registered in
the verification center will be enabled. Other free instances,
i.e., Instance 390 and 420, that are not used as keys in
any HashMap instance do not have to suffer from the
performance penalty brought by the instrumentation.

Figure 3. Instrumentation at instance level

IV. LAZY VERIFICATION PROCESS

In our lazy runtime verification framework, the afore-
mentioned performance optimization ideas are implemented
and applied in different steps in the verification process,
which will be explained in detail in this section. The
verification process contains three steps: instrument probes
in bytecode files, hot swap in full-instrumented classes, and
enable verification probes. The whole verification process is
illustrated in Figure 4.

A. Instrument probes in bytecode files
In LAVA, two versions of instrumented bytecode files,

partial-instrumented version and full-instrumented version,
are prepared. A partial-instrumented version is a version of
bytecode files that only have binding point probes instru-
mented and enabled. It is the bytecode files that to be ex-
ecuted when the verification starts. And a full-instrumented
version is a version of bytecode files that have all probes
instrumented but only binding point probes enabled. As
mentioned in Section III, there are two types of probes
in LAVA. Once the binding point probe is instrumented, it
keeps being active during the verification. However, verifi-
cation probes may stay in either of these two states: disabled
and enabled. In a full-instrumented version of bytecode file,
verification probes are set to be disabled at the first. It
is then enabled automatically by method invocation events
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Figure 4. Snapshots during the verification process of COIO: Constraint on HashMap

sent by binding point probes in the program execution.
An instrumentation tool is developed using the bytecode
manipulation framework ASM [13]. This tool takes the
original bytecode files and a constraint specification file
as input, and then generates instrumented bytecode files as
output. State-based constraints are specified using XML in
this constraint specification file. It tells the instrumentation
tool which type of probes should be instrumented and where
they should be instrumented.

These two version of instrumented bytecode files will

be used in the next steps of LAVA’s verification process.
Snapshot 1 shows the partial-instrumented bytecode files that
are about to execute for verification.

B. Hot swap in full-instrumented classes automatically
In Java applications, hot-swap refers to the activity of

transforming class files on a running program. It is achieved
by loading some agents that provide functions of class file
transformation to the JVM. In the past, agents can only be
loaded before the start of JVM to perform some modification
to the original class definition. Now in JDK 6 [14], the JVM
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supports a mechanism to load agents some time after the
JVM has been started, which means one can, during the
execution of a program, attach an agent that is responsible to
initiate the instrumentation to the running program without
impeding its execution. Retransformation of class files will
also affect classes that have already been defined.

When the program reaches the first binding point, hot-
swap action will be triggered. A swapper was implemented
in our approach to load the instrumented bytecode file
and replace the original class by retransforming, without
impeding the program execution. The swapper works in
a different thread from the program under monitoring. It
searches for classes to be swapped in the JVM by their
names. If such classes are not found, it will wait until
these classes are loaded. After these classes are found
in the JVM, the swapper will replace them with a full-
instrumented version of bytecode file of the same class.
After the instrumented class was swapped in, not only the
new instances of the instrumented classes but also the old
instances already defined by JVM will be updated.

C. Enable verification probes
After hot-swap, the original class will be replaced by

the full-instrumented class with verification probes disabled,
which is shown in Snapshot 2.

When the program continues to execute and reaches a
binding point again, the verification probes will be enabled.
In this example, the binding point probe is instrumented
in the put() method of HashMap, and verification probes
are instrumented in URL on methods that may change the
hashcode of the instance, such as the set() method of
URL. The three rounded rectangles in snapshot 3 represent
instances of HashMap and URL respectively. When method
put(u, v) on instance h589 of HashMap is invoked
and instance u396 of URL is passed in as the key, these
two instances will be bound together as shown in snapshot
3. The binding point probe in h589 will send a binding
event to the verification center. After receiving the binding
event, the verification center will construct a corresponding
automaton instance which involves the two instances h589
and u396. Additionally, the binding probe will register
the URL instances which have been bound at the registry
in verification center. This indicates that the verification
probes on u396 will be enabled afterwards. Meanwhile,
the verification probes on another instance of URL u420
is still inactive, since it is not bounded with any HashMap.
The code excerpt of such a binding probe on the HashMap
is shown in Figure 5.

When program continues to execute, verification probes
on instances of URL may be reached. When triggered, each
verification probe will look up in the registry to see if it
is activated. For instances that cannot find themselves in
the registry such as instance u420, they are still being
inactive. On the other hands, for instances that are recorded

/* Code Excerpt of HashMap.put() */

put(Object key, Object value){
register(key);
register(this);
/* Construct a new automaton instance, map the two objects to
it and records the objectIDs in the event dispatcher */

sendBindEvent(this, key);
...
/* Original method body of method iterator() */

}

Figure 5. Binding probe code inside HashMap.put()

in the registry such as instance u396, verification probes are
activated. They will send corresponding method invocation
events to the verification center. The verification center
receives these events, and forwards them to corresponding
automaton by their objectID. Codes in Figure 6 show such
a verification probe.

/* Code Excerpt of URL.set() */

set(){
if(isInRegistry(this))
      sendEvent(this);
...
/* Original method body of method set() */

}

Figure 6. verification probe code inside URL.set()

When the automaton receives invocation events, it transits
to corresponding state according to the transition function
and determines whether the current state is acceptable. The
running program will not continue to proceed until the state
transition finishes. Subsequent actions will be carried out
upon the result of the transition. If the invocation drives
the automaton into a violation final state, the constraint
being verified is violated. The running program will disable
subsequent probes and may perform some remedy work
if possible. Then the verification center will destruct this
automaton and the trace information related to this automa-
ton will be recorded in log files. If no error occurs, the
program will continue to proceed until another probe is
encountered. When the program ends, the residual automata
in the verification center will report their verification results
according to their current state, and record them into log
files.

V. EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the performance of LAVA, we ap-
plied it to a series of benchmarks from the Dacapo suit
[1]. DaCapo consists of a set of open-source, real-world
applications, and has been applied in many evaluations of
runtime verification [9], [15]. Five constraints borrowed
from Bodden et al. [16] are verified. A short description
of these constraints is listed as bellow.
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(1) SafeEnum: Do not update java.util.Vector
while enumerating its elements using the
java.util.Enumeration interface.

(2) SafeIterator: Do not update a
java.util.ArrayList when using
java.util.Iterator interface to iterate its
elements, and always call the hasNext() method of
an iterator before calling its next() method.

(3) HashMap: The hash code of java.net.URL should
not be changed when an object of java.net.URL is
used as a key in java.util.HashMap.

(4) LeakingSync: Only access a
java.util.ArrayList via its synchronized
wrapper once the wrapper is generated by the
java.util.Collections.synchronized*
methods.

(5) ClosedReader: Do not read from a java.io.Reader
if it or its corresponding java.io.InputStream
has been closed.

The goal of our evaluation is to investigate how much
overhead can be reduced in LAVA. We compare the overhead
in runtime verification with and without applying LAVA.
In addition, due to the different evaluation environments,
the time reduced by LAVA cannot be compared with other
optimization strategies [9] directly. Since all these optimiza-
tion strategies aim to reduce the messages sent by probes
during program execution to reduce overhead, we compare
the number of sent events in different approaches.

Our evaluation intends to investigate the following ques-
tions:
• How many events are captured and sent to the verifi-

cation center when applying a traditional approach and
LAVA, respectively?

• How much time could be reduced by LAVA?

A. Evaluation on Event Reduction
The results for answering the first question is shown

in Table I. The first column indicates benchmarks from
the Dacapo suit. The first row in the column title section
indicates the constraints that are verified. The column “Tra.”
representing “Traditional” shows the results of the evalua-
tion in which we verify the constraints using a traditional
approach without our optimization strategies. The column
of “LAVA” shows the results when LAVA is applied. The
column “RR” representing “reduction ratio” shows the per-
centage of events reduced by LAVA. The last row “Avg RR”
shows the average reduction ratio for a specific constraint
for all benchmarks in the Dacapo suite.

From Table I, we observed that verification of all the
five constraints benefits from LAVA. The event number
of each case decreases, except several benchmarks that
do not involve any objects defined in the constraint (the
result is N/A). The highest AvgRR (average reduction ratio)
is 100% of LeakingSync. The lowest AvgRR is 74% of

ClosedReader. Specifically, we observed that many reduction
ratios reach as high as 100%, which indicates that all the
events captured by the traditional approach is unnecessary.
The worst case is 16% for ClosedReader-luindex.

We next analyze and explain the results further from the
perspective of factors that impact the optimization effect
of LAVA and causes the results to vary among different
constraints and benchmarks. Since the main optimization
strategy of LAVA is optimization driven by a binding point,
two factors determine the optimization effect.

First, the more free objects of a class, the more runtime
verification overhead could possibly be reduced. Since at a
specific time, only part of the objects at runtime are being af-
fected by instrumentation, and unnecessary events captured
by the traditional approach can be reduced. In an extreme
situation, for example, the verification of SafeIterator in
jython, luindex, and lusearch, some ArrayList objects are
constructed but none of them is iterated through an iterator,
i.e., none of them has triggered any binding point at runtime,
so that all of the ArrayList objects are free, leading to a
reduction ratio of 100%. In the verification of SafeIterator
in other benchmarks, parts of ArrayList objects come
across a binding point and are not free, while the others
remain free. The number of these non-free ArrayList
objects is one of the determinant factors of the reduction
ratio. Similar to the case of verifying SafeIterator in jython,
luindex, and lusearch, the reduction ratio for each benchmark
reaches 100% in the verification of LeakingSync. This is
because that none of the benchmarks from Dacapo in fact
uses any synchronized wrapper, indicating no binding point
is triggered.

Second, when the number of free objects remains the
same, the larger the number of method invocations on each
object before a binding point, the more events could be re-
duced. The reduction ratio for ClosedReader-luindex is 16%,
the lowest reduction ratio among all cases. The reason is that
very few objects of Reader and InputStream are free;
in addition, on those objects that are not free, few invocations
happen. The binding point for ClosedReader is the
construction method of Reader, Reader(InputStream
in); therefore, there exist no invocation on a Reader
object before its construction. Only invocations before the
binding point on InputStream objects could be reduced
to contribute to the effect of optimization while the number
of such invocations is small according to our observation.
This result leads to its relatively poor reduction ratio.

Both the two factors are highly related to the charac-
teristics of the program under verification itself. One of
such characteristics may be the code writing style. For
the SafeIterator constraint, the optimization effect is to a
great extend determined by the code writing style that some
programmer prefers to use an Iterator to visit all the
elements in an ArrayList while others prefer to use a
while or for loop to realize the same objective and no
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Table I
THE NUMBER OF EVENTS SENT BY THE PROBES TO THE VERIFICATION CENTER: COLUMN “TRA.” REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF
EVENTS SENT WHEN THE CONSTRAINT IS VERIFIED USING TRADITIONAL APPROACH WITHOUT ANY OPTIMIZATION STRATEGIES;

COLUMN “LAVA” REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF EVENTS SENT WHEN EMPLOYING LAVA; COLUMN “RR” REPRESENTS THE
REDUCTION RATIO, WHICH IS THE PERCENTAGE OF THE EVENTS REDUCED BY LAVA. THE LAST ROW “AVG RR” REPRESENTS THE

AVERAGE REDUCTION RATIO FOR A SPECIFIC CONSTRAINT.

Projects SafeEnum SafeIterator HashMap LeakingSync ClosedReader
Tra. LAVA RR Tra. LAVA RR Tra. LAVA RR Tra. LAVA RR Tra. LAVA RR

antlr 144 0 100 0 0 N/A 1945 166 91 2021 0 100 1189654 11293 99
bloat 51 0 100 1118136 360695 68 3658 298 92 3403405 0 100 154 9 94
chart 18 0 100 569472 5012 99 3935 93 98 21483604 0 100 8306 7 100

eclipse 957 0 100 254112 149478 41 239420 2594 99 593568 0 100 241319 172715 28
fop 15 3 80 49969 573 99 10226 28 100 307195 0 100 136 21 85

hsqldb 216 156 28 0 0 N/A 2108 199 91 2278 0 100 160 13 92
jython 50063 0 100 135154 0 100 9153 693 92 206373 0 100 966 273 72
luindex 125353 76822 39 11154 0 100 1496 35 98 808563 0 100 13821 11581 16
lusearch 404431 0 100 96 0 100 2049 173 92 8758544 0 100 262596 329 100

pmd 64 0 100 20897 5999 71 6946 25 100 29723692 0 100 9504 58 99
xalan 891953 8 100 0 0 N/A 71689 15536 78 726836 0 100 19057 6848 64
Avg.
RR 86 85 96 100 74

binding point is triggered.
To show the performance of LAVA further, we compared

the results with those of MOP [9], which does not employ
any optimization strategy of instrumentation. Figure 7 shows
the number of events captured by LAVA, those of the
traditional approach implemented by us, and those of MOP.
More detailed performance comparison between MOP and
other frameworks could be found elsewhere [9]. The Y-axis
represents the constraint and in which project the constraint
is verified. The X-axis represents the number of captured
events on logarithmic scale.
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Figure 7. Comparison of number of captured events among LAVA, MOP,
and traditional approach

LAVA and the traditional approach implemented by us
adopted callee-centric instrumentation while MOP adopted
caller-centric instrumentation, so there is limitation to ensure

the verification to exactly the same range. Because callee-
centric techniques may also verify some API usage in
third-party packages, which is excluded in caller-centric
techniques. We managed to select data from some projects
and constraints, in which the event number of the traditional
approach is as close as possible to that of MOP, because the
closer they are, the more likely that the verification ranges
are close.

The results for SafeIterator-chart, SafeIterator-fop and
SafeEnum-jython are the most representative and compara-
ble, because the event number of the traditional approach is
nearly the same as that of MOP, indicating a high possibility
that the verification ranges are the same. We observed that
our LAVA captures generally fewer events than MOP. For
LeakingSync-hsqldb and SafeEnum-jython, MOP captures
respectively 686 and 50,000 events while all these events
are unnecessary for verification, therefore ignored when
applying LAVA.

B. Evaluation on Time Overhead Reduction
We also examined how much absolute time overhead

would be caused by runtime verification using the traditional
approach and LAVA, respectively, and how much overhead
could be reduced when applying LAVA. All the evaluations
are conducted on a PC with Intel Pentium IV 3.0GHz
processor, a 3GB RAM, and a single 250GB 7200RPM
SATA disk. JDK 1.6.0 is used and the maximum and
minimum amounts of memory assigned to JVM are both
1GB.

The results for the second question are shown in Table II.
The result of each unit in either column “Tra.” or “LAVA”
is the percentage of overhead that is incurred by runtime
verification compared to the time used by the benchmark
itself. The column “OR” that represents the optimization
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Table II
RUNTIME VERIFICATION OVERHEAD FOR TWO SITUATIONS: COLUMN “TRA.” REPRESENTS OVERHEAD WHEN THE CONSTRAINT IS
VERIFIED USING THE TRADITION APPROACH WITHOUT ANY OPTIMIZATION STRATEGIES (10.1 MEANS 10.1% LOWER); COLUMN

“LAVA” REPRESENTS OVERHEAD WHEN EMPLOYING LAVA; “OR” REPRESENTS THE PERCENTAGE OF OPTIMIZATION CALCULATED
BY EQUATION 1. THE LAST ROW “AVG OR” REPRESENTS THE AVERAGE OPTIMIZATION RATIO FOR A SPECIFIC CONSTRAINT.

Projects SafeEnum SafeIterator HashMap LeakingSync ClosedReader
Tra. LAVA OR Tra. LAVA OR Tra. LAVA OR Tra. LAVA OR Tra. LAVA OR

antlr 7.5 1.5 80.6 N/A N/A N/A 3.6 0.1 96.3 4.9 0.9 81.2 1331.5 76.5 94.3
bloat 3.2 1.7 47.1 277.3 196.3 29.2 10.9 4.0 63.6 3815.4 8.7 99.8 5.1 3.1 38.9
chart 5.7 4.3 25.6 30.2 7.5 75.2 4.3 0.9 78.2 6802.9 368.2 94.6 6.4 5.0 22.5

eclipse 15.2 2.4 84.4 619.8 601.7 2.9 20.3 0.2 98.9 64.3 2.1 96.7 9.4 8.2 13.2
fop 8.3 7.2 13.6 3.7 2.9 22.4 19.4 0.1 99.7 624.2 4.1 99.4 3.6 0.9 74.9

hsqldb 2.5 0.4 83.0 N/A N/A N/A 10.6 2.9 72.3 2.8 1.9 31.1 0.5 0.2 65.0
jython 9.4 5.0 46.5 12.5 4.6 63.1 8.5 7.8 7.9 575.9 2.4 99.6 8.2 0.7 92.0
luindex 9.1 6.5 28.2 7.8 4.5 42.3 8.1 3.9 51.8 175.6 3.7 97.9 5.8 2.8 50.9
lusearch 26.4 12.2 53.8 13.0 2.5 81.0 1.2 0.5 55.9 2623.5 109.7 95.8 257.7 39.9 84.5

pmd 291.1 127.8 56.1 678.1 427.0 37.0 18.6 2.5 86.4 23794.5 88.3 99.6 24.1 14.3 40.4
xalan 173.4 89.3 48.5 N/A N/A N/A 36.0 5.9 83.7 313.9 21.1 93.3 7.4 4.8 34.7
Avg.
OR 51.6 44.1 69.6 89.9 55.6

ratio shows the percentage of overhead reduced by LAVA.
It is calculated using Equation 1.

OR =
Tra− LAV A

Tra− raw
(1)

In Equation 1, “Raw” represents the execution time of
an original program without any instrumentation. The last
row of Table II shows the average optimization ratio for a
specific constraint for all the benchmarks from the Dacapo
suite.

We next analyze and explain some results further. For the
LeakingSync constraint, the optimization ratios are generally
very high: 89.9% on average. It is accordant with the
reduction ratio of events for LeakingSync in Table I. In the
traditional approach, a large number of unnecessary events
are captured and sent; therefore, we observed dramatically
high overhead for most of the benchmarks. The worst case is
the chart in which more than 20 million events (according to
Table I) are captured and 6802.92% overhead (according to
Table II) is generated. Compared to the traditional approach,
LAVA does not capture these unnecessary events at all and
thus reduces a significant amount of time overhead. Our
LAVA approach still leads to a slight overhead to create
automata and look up the registry. We observed from Table II
that the number of events for the chart benchmark is reduced
to zero, and the runtime overhead is reduced to 94.5%. We
also observed that, for 8 of the 11 benchmarks, the overhead
has been reduced to less than 10%.

From the results, especially the indicator of optimization
ratio, we can find that our optimization is feasible and effi-
cient to reduce the runtime verification performance penalty
for most of the benchmarks from Dacapo. We care about
absolute time overhead less because it is highly determined
by the performance of the underlying verification framework

implementation, i.e., automaton, communication between
probes and the verification center and other underlying
mechanisms, which are not our main focus.

C. Optimization Effect of Hot-swap

hot-swap employed by LAVA is an effective technique
to reduce the performance penalty. In traditional approach,
a software system has to start with instrumented classes
even if there is no requirement for runtime verification at
the current moment. Therefore, the software system suffers
from performance penalty during its entire life circle. In
contrast, with LAVA, we swap in instrumented classes only
when a verification requirement emerges so that performance
penalty caused before the moment is eliminated. Moreover,
instrumented classes could be swapped out freely whenever
no verification is needed any more. The longer is the period
during which there is no verification requirement, the more
performance penalty could be reduced by LAVA. So we did
not do specific evaluations to evaluate the effect of hot-swap.

VI. RELATED WORK

In this section, we compare our work to related work in
the runtime verification area.

A. Dynamic Typestate Analysis

Dwyer et al. [5] proposed an adaptive online program
analysis for object protocol verification. This approach iden-
tified the “self-loop” edges in a typestate automaton first, and
then reduced these edges adaptively as the program runs.
They extended their approach by combining static analysis
approaches with dynamic verification techniques [3]. Safe
regions are identified with the help of static analysis. Method
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invocations in safe regions do not drive the typestate automa-
ton into a violated final state, so that instrumentation in safe
regions can be eliminated. The idea of removing “self-loop”
edges is also adopted in our approach.

B. MOP

Monitoring-Oriented Programming (MOP) [9] is a formal
framework for software development and analysis, in which
a developer specifies desired properties using definable spec-
ification formalisms, along with code to execute when prop-
erties are violated or validated. The parametric specification-
formalism-independent extension of MOP, together with an
implementation of JavaMOP that supports parameters, has
enabled to specify and validate safety properties involving
two or more related objects. In the current implementation
of JavaMOP, a decentralized indexing optimization has been
devised and implemented to improve the performance of
their verification framework.

However, they only focus on how to improve the under-
lying implementation of their verification framework. For
example, some experimental data shown by Chen and Rosu
[9] shows that although no monitor object is established,
method invocation messages are still sent from the program
under verification. This additional cost can be eliminated
with the help of LAVA to achieve a better performance.

C. PQL

Programming Query Language (PQL) [17] is a language
for specifying sequences of events associated with a set of
related objects. A query looks like a code excerpt corre-
sponding to the shortest amount of code that would violate
a design rule. Based on this specification language, Martin et
al. [17] have implemented a verification framework, which
combines both static and dynamic techniques to finds pro-
gram faults. The static analyzer finds all potential matches
conservatively using a context-sensitive, flow-insensitive,
inclusion-based pointer alias analysis, and the static results
are used to help reduce the number of instrumentation points
for dynamic analysis. The dynamic analyzer instruments the
program to catch all violations precisely as the program
runs and to optionally perform user-specified actions. By
combining static analysis, PQL can reduce the performance
penalty introduced by instrumentation effectively.

However, time needs to be spent first for writing the
correct specification, and performing static program analysis
precisely and efficiently also requires additional efforts.

D. Tracematch

Tracematch [18] is an AOP implementation of history-
based aspects. Using tracematch, developers can specify
traces of interest via regular expressions of symbols with free
variables, along with some code to execute if such a trace
occurs on program execution. But tracematch itself does not

contribute to reducing performance penalty. Thus it is not
suitable for being applied in runtime verification directly.

Bodden et al. [15] combine static analysis with tracematch
to perform efficient runtime verification. They do a complete
static analysis via machine learning to filter out all instru-
mentation points that cannot lead to errors and thus need
not to be instrumented. The experimental result has shown
that their approach is effective in reducing overhead, but no
proof has been provided to show that their static analysis is
complete and no possible violation would be missed.

E. QVM
Arnold et al. [19] proposed a specialized runtime environ-

ment named QVM, representing Quality Virtual Machine.
Its major difference from other approaches is that QVM
performs runtime verification or monitoring in a production
environment. QVM enables efficient checking of violations
of user-specified correctness properties, e.g., typestate safety
properties, Java assertions, and heap properties pertaining
to ownership. In order to solve the performance problem
caused by monitoring, QVM proposed an overhead manager
that enforces an overhead budget on client analysis, which
sacrifices some precision of verification to gain efficiency in
performance. Additionally, QVM also introduced property-
guided sampling particularly object-centric sampling to col-
lect sampled profiles while preserving correctness of the
analysis. However, all of these optimizations are achieved by
modifying the Virtual Machine, which is a major obstacle
when applying this approach.

Comparing to other preceding work, QVM is the only
work that supports verification on systems in production
environment, and shares the same purpose with our ap-
proach: finding defects that cannot be detected in a testing
environment.

VII. CONCLUSION

Verification of API constraints on interacting objects is
a challenging work due to the high overhead caused by
instrumentation. In this paper, we proposed a lazy runtime
verification approach (LAVA) for constraints on interacting
objects by exploring the binding point in COIO. This ap-
proach automatically triggers the action of hot-swapping
instrumented code, and enables verification probes only
when a binding point (a special method invocation that binds
involved objects together) is executed. A runtime verification
framework, which utilizes the new instrumentation feature
of Java 6, is implemented. It can manage the control of
probes on the fly, and thus makes the runtime verification
more feasible and flexible. The experiment data has shown
that our approach can reduce the overhead brought by
instrumentation effectively. The idea of our approach can
also be combined with other runtime verification framework
to help improve the performance to some extent.
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